Declaration of Conformity

We,

ABB FRANCE
Division Produits Automation
10, rue Ampère, ZI – BP 114
69685 Chassieu Cedex – France

declare that the product type AS – Screw version

- AS 09-30-10, AS 09-30-01, AS09-30-32
- AS 12-30-10, AS 12-30-01, AS12-30-32
- AS 16-30-10, AS 16-30-01, AS16-30-32

Manufactured from January 2nd, 2008

to which this declaration relates, follows the provisions of EU Directive(s):


The products are not in the product list of the RoHS directive. But in some cases, they may be components of concerned equipments.

Although this product was made "RoHS compliant", the responsibility for the concerned equipment remains with its manufacturer.

This Declaration is subject to the provision of the respective delivery contract.

Lyon, June 22, 2011

Serge DOUGNAC
Design Department Manager

Yves DELASALLE
Product Quality Manager
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